NESSIELAND
A Monster Adventure on The Shores of Loch Ness

Nessieland Countryfayre
‘A Unique Shopping Experience’

Where The Loch Ness Story begins.....

Accredited by many tourist authorities as
‘The Best New Attraction on Loch Ness’

The Nessie Rover
All inclusive guided tour of NESSIELAND
Do not be disappointed, book on-line at:
www.nessieland.co.uk
MEET THE NESSIELAND STAFF

Donald Skinner CEO with some of the members of Team Nessieland

Our knowledgeable and dedicated Nessieland staff are here at Nessieland to exclusively guide you and your family through our Nessieland exhibition, Nessieland Theatre, Nessieland Castle and Activity Centre and then on to the Nessie Rover for a fun trip from Nessieland to our Top Station Vantage Point where you can view Loch Ness and have a Nessieland - prepared picnic (extra charge for picnic basket).

The Nessieland exhibition has been organised by Donald William Skinner, a well-known and respected Nessie hunter who has resided in the Loch Ness area for 30 years. Donald has taken great pride in this Nessieland exhibition and it is full of many original features.

The original Loch Ness Monster Investigation Bureau was located beside Nessieland in the Loch Ness Lodge Hotel.

Donald trained as an engineer and this shows in the meticulous detail of this Nessieland exhibition. This Nessieland exhibition will appeal to the scientific mind but there are also many features that serve to provide family entertainment, including Nessie’s railway.

Nessieland Castle and Activity Centre will appeal to children, while the Nessie Rover adventure will appeal to individuals and families.

OPEN ALL YEAR

9am – 9 pm Peak Season
9am – 5 pm Off - Peak
NESSIE CAVES AT NESSIELAND

Imagine you are below the surface of Loch Ness. There are fish, eels, and Loch Ness Monsters about! You are at the NESSIE CAVES at NESSIELAND!

CAVE 1) THE PRIMAEOVAL WORLD
CAVE 2) OLD INVESTIGATIONS
CAVE 3) OLD LOCH NESS
CAVE 4) THE HEROES OF LOCH NESS
CAVE 5) THE SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS
CAVE 6) NEW LOCH NESS
CAVE 7) THE CURIOS
CAVE 8) THE DINOSAURS
CAVE 9) THE CONCLUSIONS
CAVE 10) LATEST NEWS ON LOCH NESS
CAVE 11) THE SCREENING ROOM

We specialise in groups from schools, cruise-boats & universities. Donald, with his outstanding grasp of Physics, can enable the mysteries of Loch Ness to be revealed to interested audiences.
NESSIELAND: THINGS TO SEE AND DO

(1) The Nessieland Caves 1 - 11
(2) The Screening Room (New Film)
(3) Nessie’s Castle
(4) Nessie’s Activity Centre
(5) The Nessie Rover Adventure
(6) Nessie’s Miniature Railway
(7) Nessie’s High Class Gift Shop
(8) Nessie’s Cafe for relaxation
(9) Leisure/Stay: Loch Ness Lodge Hotel & Pibroch Bar & Bistro

NESSIE’S CAVES: VISITOR PLAN
NESSIELAND COMPLEX SITE PLAN

AMPLE PARKING FOR 150 CARS
AMPLE PARKING FOR 10 COACHES

Nessie's Castle, Nessie's Children's Activity Area and the Nessie Rover Adventure travelling to top viewing station, can all be included as part of your visit to Nessieland and to Nessie's Caves exhibition. The Nessie Rover Adventure is a fully escorted tour where visitors can ask their guides questions about historical Loch Ness, the mystery of the Loch, its scientific study & about new discoveries relating to Nessie. This has proven to be a very popular outing for all the family.

Contact
www.nessieland.com

Avoid disappointment. You are invited to use the new Nessie Rover on-line Booking Options prior to your visit.
Paths lead through Nessieland’s Woods to chutes, climbing frames, and swings, and over a rustic bridge to Nessie’s little summerhouse.

The children can also explore Nessie’s secret world in her own woodland walks.
NESSIELAND'S JURASSIC PARK

Nessieland's Jurassic Park now allows visitors - and especially the children - to return to the age when dinosaurs roamed the earth.

Take a trek upwards through our woodland path and discover a Tyrannosaurus Rex behind a hedge or a Plesiosaur in a pond!
A NEW FEATURE FOR 2016!

A recent attraction that has already earned high praise in the Highland tourist press, our Jurassic Park features is both informative, and above all good fun for young & old!

Find yourself engaging in the experience of time-travel and be whisked away to a period 150 million years ago long before mankind set forth on the planet. In addition to a dinosaur history to be found in our Nessieland caves, visitors can take home many mementos to remind them of their visit to our new Jurassic Park.
Nessieland is the ideal spot for your Conference or Seminar. Its truly ‘get away from it all’ atmosphere has proved it to be a successful venue for concentration and debate. Clients have included Scottish Government bodies, large, small and medium sized companies, and groups in the health and education sectors. Conference rooms are decked out with all current mod cons including state-of-the-art technology, projectors and screens, free Wi-Fi and flip charts. There is a large screening room for important wide field film presentations. We can accommodate from small parties of 10 to upwards of 100 delegates, and all interested parties are invited to speak to our Conference Manager, and also to inspect our facilities.
A hill path wends its way into Nessieland’s parkland, and to a hilltop station and picnic area at 1500 feet. The Nessieland Rover leaves every 15 minutes to the top station.

The 10 minute journey allows visitors to enjoy a superb view of Loch Ness. This new facility is available only at Nessieland, and is understandably being very warmly received. Prior booking to avoid disappointment is advisable. Check our website to choose from our individual or combined Cave and Rover packages.
A very wide assortment of home-baked produce is served daily in our Gallery Coffee Shop. Sit inside, or outside on La Terrasse, and enjoy great views of Drumnadrochit itself and its very attractive surrounding countryside.
NESSIE’S MODEL RAILWAY

Nessieland’s elevated miniature model railway is an outstanding example of its kind, and provides entertainment for all the family. The children enjoy watching it immensely while their parents go shopping for exclusive gifts nearby.

ENJOY THE NESSIE EXPERIENCE

When staying as a guest at The Loch Ness Lodge Hotel, you can enjoy the Nessie experience and have fun finding out all about Loch Ness & our Nessie.
We have an exclusive shopping area specialising in classic upmarket giftware. You will not be disappointed with our wide range of products, including everything from woollens to wines and spirits, some dedicated to Nessie herself!
Take a trip on 'Nessie Hunter' with our famous local 'skipper George', discoverer of 'Edward’s Deep' at over 800 feet, and keep your eyes open for a glimpse of Nessie. Tel: 01456 450395

LOCH NESS, JOHN COBB & ‘CRUSADER’

Find out about the John Cobb 1952 water speed attempt on Loch Ness and the rivalry with Sir Malcolm Campbell & son Donald, as they all attempted to break World Land & Water speed records.
200 metres to Bridge and right turn

DO NOT BE CONFUSED

The Nessie Rover is not HERE, Drive 200 metres on the little autobahn And you will come to NESSIELAND!

MANY AWARDS PENDING

NESSIELAND

The Nessie Rover resides only at NESSIELAND

Heading SOUTH on A82 from Inverness turn RIGHT at DRUMNADROCHIT BRIDGE
Heading NORTH on A82 from Fort Augustus turn LEFT at DRUMNADROCHIT BRIDGE

Drumnadrochit Bridge, Loch Ness IV63 6TU
Tel: +44(0)1456 450342  Fax: +44(0)1456 450429
www.nessieland.co.uk  info@nessieland.co.uk
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